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English Language Arts

Completed
Program/Pass

Jane learned to read using early readers and is developing confidence and fluidity in her reading using chapter
books, poetry and other literature. She is excited about reading! Jane improved her printing and began cursive
writing using Handwriting Without Tears. Her vocabulary has improved considerably this year through her
reading and written work.

Mathematics

Completed
Program/Pass

Jane has a strong grasp of math concepts. With the use of a variety of manipulatives, math apps, math stories and
board games, she worked on addition, subtraction and started multiplication and division. She learned how to count and
use money. She can confidently count in 1's, 2's, 5's, 10's and 20's into the hundreds. With the use of a geoboard, Jane
continued to learn shapes and to identify and create them. I am very pleased with her progress this year.

Science

Completed
Program/Pass

Jane kept a nature journal from our walks. She read about and observed local birds, wildlife, flora and fauna and
recorded what she learned in her journal. She also learned to identify weather patterns, conditions and seasonal
changes using a weather board and a weather app. We did a unit on planets, stars, constellations and moon
phases that she found very interesting.

Social Studies

Completed
Program/Pass

Jane learned about Nova Scotian, Maritime and Canadian history and geography through a variety of books and visits to
historical sites and national parks. She was exposed to local Aboriginal history and learned about making a birch bark canoe.
She knows the names of the Canadian provinces. She took part in community events such as garbage clean-up, nursing home
visits and local fundraising. She has become more aware of her own personal impact on the community and the environment.

Music

Jane is currently taking beginner piano lessons.

Physical Education

Jane loves swimming and was awarded two badges this year in Red Cross
Swimming. She plays in a soccer league in the summer.

Other

Jane is learning how to sew and do needlework. She belongs to Brownies and
is working to achieve several badges.

